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 Abstract  

It was aimed to investigate the structural changes taking place in duodenal mixed 

micelles (MM) at fasted state with the incorporation of fatty acids (FA) and the 

morphological transformations in these MMs upon solubilization of β-carotene 

(BCR) through coarse-grained (CG) molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. All 

simulations were performed with GROMACS 2019 simulation package using the 

Martini force field. Lauric acid (LA), stearic acid (SA) and linoleic acid (LNA) 

were used to explore the effects of FA chain length and unsaturation. Micelle 

swelling was observed with the incorporation of all FAs. The increase in size was 

in line with increasing FA chain length and unsaturation. MMs incorporating LA 

and SA were ellipsoidal in shape, while polyunsaturated LNA resulted in a worm-

like MM. Upon solubilization of BCRs, swelling was observed only in the MMs 

with long-chain SA and LNA. No micelle growth was observed in the plain and 
LA MMs despite their smaller sizes. This was attributed to their low-density 

hydrophobic cores, which allowed a condensation effect induced by the 

interactions between BCRs and POPC tails. It is inferred that when the micelle is 

large enough to solubilize BCRs, whether or not swelling will take place depends 

on the core density. The increase in micelle size was very small in the MM 

incorporating LNA compared to that in the MM with SA, which was accompanied 

by an elliptical-to-cylindrical shape transformation. This was due to the fluid 

nature of the worm-like LNA micelle, which readily allowed the solubilization of 

3 BCRs within its core. By resolving the internal structures of BCR incorporated 

MMs, this study gives valuable insight into the effects of FA chain length and 

unsaturation on the solubilization behavior of dietary MMs. The results are 

expected to give direction to the development of rational design strategies for 

effective BCR delivery systems. 
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Introduction 

Carotenoids are natural lipid-soluble color pigments 

found mainly in fruits and green leafy vegetables. They 

have many health-promoting effects and are known to 

have an important role in reducing the risk of 

cardiovascular diseases, cancers, and blurred vision. (Yao 

et al., 2019). β-carotene is one of the best-known 

carotenoids possessing the highest provitamin A activity 

(Qian et al., 2012). It is widely found in nature and used 

as a colorant and nutritional supplement in foods (Tunçer, 

2018). However, β-carotene bioavailability is very low, 

owing to its highly lipophilic nature, which limits its 

solubilization in the aqueous intestinal lumen. Some 

strategies have been proposed to enhance the oral 

bioavailability of β-carotene. One approach involves 

development of food-grade delivery systems with specific 

characteristics that will allow the formation of colloidal 

structures in the intestinal fluids in which β-carotene is 

effectively solubilized (Tunçer and Bayramoğlu, 2022). 

This strategy clearly targets improving β-carotene 

bioaccessibility; i.e., the fraction of the orally 

administered bioactive compound solubilized within the 

supramolecular assemblies of small intestine. As only the 

amount solubilized in these assemblies is considered to be 

available for absorption by epithelial cells (Yuan et al., 

2018), this step plays a key role in the enhancement of β-
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carotene bioavailability.  

Delivery systems are lipid-based formulations 

consisting of colloidal structures of various sizes and 

morphologies, which encapsulate and protect bioactive 

components (Tunçer and Bayramoğlu, 2022). Upon 

digestion of the constituents within the gastro-intestinal 

(GI) tract, digestion products including fatty acids (FA) 

and the bioactive molecules are incorporated with bile 

salts (BS) and phospholipids (PL) into dietary mixed 

micelles (MM) in the duodenum (Qian et al., 2012). This 

implies that the improvement in the bioaccessibility of the 

bio-actives depends on the nature of the MMs formed 

(Yao et al., 2019). The formulations should be prepared 

based on the knowledge about how the constituents of the 

delivery system affect the structural characteristics of 

MMs formed in duodenum. Although it is well known that 

fed state (postprandial) duodenal conditions increase the 

bioavailability of various lipophilic nutrients, it is usually 

the fasted state conditions, which is of primary interest to 

the formulators as the absorption environment is more 

challenging in the latter. Therefore, the aim is to develop 

optimal delivery systems that would give, upon their 

digestion in the GI tract, predictable and favorable 

assembly structures in the duodenum at fasted state and 

yield an equivalent bioavailability for the bioactive 

compound compared to fed state (Birru et al., 2014). 

Depending on the total lipids concentration in the 

environment, coexistence of MMs with uni- or multi-

lamellar vesicles has been reported at fasted state (El Aoud 

et al., 2021). In order to develop effective delivery systems 

for β-carotene, a deep understanding of how this molecule 

is solubilized within such structures is needed. 

It is known that lipid digestion products improve 

carotenoid micellarization. The FA chain length and 

unsaturation are the two important modulating factors. 

Many researchers have shown that long-chain FAs 

function better in terms of improving the bioaccessibility 

of β-carotene compared to medium-chain FAs (Huo et al., 

2007; Nagao et al., 2013; Qian et al., 2012; Yao et al., 

2019; Yuan et al., 2018), which is mainly attributed to the 

increased hydrophobic core volumes of MMs. 

Mashurabad et al. have reported that dietary fat rich in 

unsaturated FAs yielded significantly better β-carotene 

micellarization compared to saturated FAs (Mashurabad 

et al., 2017). On the other hand, Huo et al. determined the 

degree of unsaturation was ineffective in β-carotene 

bioaccessibility (Huo et al., 2007). Nagao et al. reported 

increased bioaccessibility of β-carotene with unsaturated 

FAs although the performance of polyunsaturated FAs 

was found to be lower compared to monounsaturated FAs 

(Nagao et al., 2013). As a matter of fact, there are many 

more studies addressing β-carotene bioaccessibility in the 

literature. However, they mostly lack an appropriate 

structural characterization of the MMs solubilizing these 

molecules. Accordingly, very little is known about the 

structural changes taking place in the MMs upon 

solubilization of carotenoids as well as the details of the 

internal morphology and the interactions between the 

constituent molecules. This kind of knowledge is believed 

to be crucial in giving direction to rational design 

strategies for the development of effective carotenoid 

delivery systems. This study aims to contribute to filling 

this gap through CG MD simulations on the solubilization 

of β-carotene within duodenal MMs at fasted state. 

Recently, the self-assembly of bile lipids in mimicking 

duodenal environments both at fasted and fed state were 

simulated and the resulting colloidal assemblies were 

structurally characterized by an MD study in our group 

(Tuncer and Bayramoglu, 2019). However, due to the use 

of limited system sizes imposed by available 

computational sources, only the lower-size micelle 

fraction of the whole duodenal colloidal landscape of 

fasted state was reproduced. Unfortunately, it is 

computationally quite demanding to reproduce the true 

thermodynamic equilibrium phase of duodenum at fasted 

state (a mixture of several MMs and vesicles) even with 

CG models. Therefore, this work was restricted to the 

analysis of a single representative MM. A different 

approach has been adopted here in order to obtain the 

representative fasted state MM (composed of only BSs 

and PLs) with the desired size and shape properties. Next, 

solubilization of different types of FAs within the 

representative MM has been explored with a focus on the 

effects of FA chain length and unsaturation on the micelle 

morphology. It is followed by a detailed characterization 

of the structural changes taking place upon solubilization 

of β-carotene molecules in these micelles. To the best of 

our knowledge, this is the first study that demonstrates the 

accompanying structural transformations in MMs with 

solubilization of BCRs and resolves the internal 

morphology at molecular level. The results obtained in 

this work will contribute to the knowledge in the field and 

are expected to facilitate the development of effective β-

carotene delivery systems. 

Computational Methods 

Details of the Systems Studied 

Sodium cholate (CHOA) and POPC were used as the 

model BS and PL, respectively. The presence of 

cholesterol in the duodenal MMs was ignored as it is 

diluted in the small intestine (Wilson and Rudel, 1994), 

and has no significant effect on the micelle structure and 

dynamics (Marrink, 2004; Matsuoka et al., 2004; Suys et 

al., 2017; Tunçer and Bayramoğlu, 2022). In order to 

investigate the effects of FA chain length and unsaturation 

on the micelle morphologies, three different FAs, namely, 

lauric acid (12:0), (LA), stearic acid (18:0) (SA) and 

linoleic acid (18:2) (LNA) were studied. All CHOAs were 

used in their deprotonated forms as the pKa of CHOA is 

~5.5 (Bustos et al., 2011), which is smaller than the 

duodenal pH at fasted state (~7). The possibility of varying 

ionization degree of FAs with respect to local environment 

was not taken into account to maintain the simplicity of 

the study (Tunçer and Bayramoğlu, 2022), thus all FAs 

were used in their negatively charged forms. All the 

simulation boxes were solvated with the required amounts 

of water molecules, while the physiological NaCl 

concentration (150 mM) was maintained by addition of 

appropriate numbers of Na+ and Cl- ions. Additional Na+ 

ions were supplemented to neutralize the systems. The 

simulation box size was 13 nm x 13 nm x 13 nm in all 

systems, which was confirmed to be large enough to avoid 

finite size effects by parallel simulations. The 

compositions of all systems are given in Table 1. For the 

simulations involving solubilization of BCR in the 

representative micelles, 3 BCR molecules were used in 

each system since it was also aimed to examine the 

interactions between BCRs in a micelle. Although this 

results in a very high BCR-to-FA ratio (~5 % w/w) when 
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compared to the bulk solubility of BCR in triglycerides 

(0.11-0.14% w/w) (Wright et al., 2008), the system sizes 

were strictly limited by the overwhelming computational 

costs. As a matter of fact, considering the local variations 

in vivo due to the dynamic nature of lipid lipolysis 

concurrently occurring with micellization, it is not 

unlikely that more than 3 BCRs can be solubilized within 

MMs that are as large as obtained in this work.  

 

 
Figure 1. Atomistic and CG structures of the molecules used in the study. In the atomistic models, the oxygen, carbon, 

nitrogen, phosphorus and hydrogen are represented by red, cyan, navy, tan and white balls, respectively. In the CG 

models, the names of the interaction sites on each molecule are given. 

 

The Martini force field (Marrink et al., 2007; Marrink 

and Tieleman, 2013) was used in the simulations. Four 

heavy atoms together with the associated hydrogens are 

grouped into a single Martini CG bead in Martini model. 

For ring structures, 2- or 3-to-1 mapping is applied for 

higher resolution. Four real water molecules are grouped 

into a single CG water bead, and the CG beads of single 

atom ions are represented with their first hydration shell 

(Tunçer, 2018). The configuration and topology files of 

the constituent molecules except for NA were supplied 

from the Martini website (Martini General Purpose 

Coarse-Grained Force Field, 2022). The parameters of 

hydrocarbon tails of 1,2-dilinoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine (DUPC) were used to construct the model 

for NA tail (de Jong et al., 2015; Tunçer and Bayramoğlu, 

2022). The head group parameters of SA were used for the 

NA head group. Fig. 1 demonstrates the molecular 

structures and mapping between the atomistic and CG 

atoms.  

 

Table 1. Number of coarse-grained molecules/ions in the simulation boxes (13 x 13 x 13 nm3) of systems studied in this 

work. CHOA: cholate, FA: Fatty acid, BCR: beta-carotene, LA: Lauric acid, SA: Stearic acid, LNA: Linoleic 

acid. 
 

System CHOA:POPC:FA:BCR  Water Na+:Cl- 

Fa 110:66:-:- 16536 308:198 

Fa-BCR 110:66:-:3 16439 308:198 

Fa-LA 110:66:110:- 15932 418:198 

Fa-SA 110:66:110:- 15828 418:198 

Fa-LNA 110:66:110:- 15884 418:198 

Fa-LA-BCR 95:66:79:3 16140 372:198 

Fa-SA-BCR 110:66:110:3 15821 418:198 

Fa-LNA-BCR 110:66:110:3 15782 418:198 

System Setup and Simulation Procedure  

Several experimental studies have shown that the 

average hydrodynamic radius (Rh) of duodenal plain MMs 

(composed of only BSs and PLs) at fasted state 

concentrations (5 mM BSs+1.25 mM PLs) is around 3.5 

nm (Clulow et al., 2017; Khoshakhlagh et al., 2014; 

Kossena et al., 2003; Mazer et al., 1980; Schurtenberger 

et al., 1985). As it would be computationally too expensive 

to simulate the duodenal medium composed of several 

micelles at such low BL concentrations even when using 

Martini model, the approach of Marrink and Mark 

(Marrink and Mark, 2002) was followed to construct a 

single representative fasted state plain MM. It is expected 

that the duodenal micelles are spheroidal in shape at a 

PL:BS ratio of 1:4 (Clulow et al., 2017; Hjelm et al., 

1990). Based on the information that the ratio of the radius 
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of gyration (Rg) of a solid sphere to its Rh is 0.77 (Tande 

et al., 2001), the Rg of the representative plain MM was 

predicted to be ~2.7 nm. The initial configuration of the 

pre-assembled spherical POPC micelle was generated 

using CHARMM-GUI micelle builder tool (Cheng et al., 

2013). Appropriate amounts of CHOA molecules were 

placed randomly around this micelle in the simulation box, 

which was later solvated with water. Required number of 

Na+ and Cl- ions were added to achieve a NaCl 

concentration of 150 mM and to neutralize the system. 

Softcore minimization with flexible waters and position 

restraints (kx,y,z  = 1000 kJ/mol.nm2) on POPC’s PO4 beads 

was applied using the steepest descent algorithm with a 

step size of 0.01 nm. It was followed by a series of NVT 

equilibration steps at 310 K, each lasting for 2 ns (dt = 40 

fs), using position restraints on PO4 with decreasing force 

constants (200-20 kJ/mol.nm2). Finally, the system was 

equilibrated further at 1 bar and 310 K through a 2 ns NPT 

run (dt = 40 fs) using Berendsen temperature and pressure 

coupling schemes (tau_t = 1 ps, tau_p = 3 ps). Parallel 

simulations have been conducted to determine the 

appropriate total number of BLs, the POPC:CHOA ratio 

in the simulation box and the box size. The production run 

(5 μs) was started at NPT ensemble with a time step of 20 

fs on the system of choice, which resulted in a spheroidal 

MM composed of 66 POPC and 86 CHOA molecules with 

an Rg of 2.7 nm.  

For the setup of the Fa-BCR and Fa-LA/SA/LNA 

systems, the plain MM mentioned above was extracted to 

separate simulation boxes of same length (13 nm), and 24 

CHOA molecules were added randomly around the 

micelle to maintain a constant inter-micellar free BS 

concentration. After the random placement of 3 BCR or 

110 FA molecules in the boxes, similar steps were 

followed to add water and ions to the systems. The choice 

of CHOA:FA ratio was based on previous experimental 

studies (Fatouros et al., 2009; Phan et al., 2015). Similarly, 

the construction of the initial configurations for the 3 

remaining systems (Fa-LA/SA/LNA-BCR) started with 

the extraction of the corresponding representative micelles 

from systems Fa-LA/SA/LNA into separate simulation 

boxes of same length. Free CHOAs, 3 BCR molecules, 

water and ions were added following the same procedures. 

Once the initial configurations were constructed, energy 

minimization was applied using steepest descent method 

with a step size of 0.01 nm without any position restraints. 

It was followed by equilibration runs of 2-5 ns at constant 

NPT (1 bar, 310 K) with a time step of 40 fs. The 

production runs (dt=20 fs) at NPT ensemble lasted for 5 

μs for all the systems involving BCR, and 10 μs for the 

remaining systems.  

All simulations were carried out using GROMACS 

simulation 2019 package (Abraham et al., 2015; Van Der 

Spoel et al., 2005). All the systems were simulated in 

cubic simulation boxes with periodic boundary conditions 

using standard Martini parameters (Marrink et al., 2007). 

Non-bonded interactions were treated with a Lennard 

Jones 12–6 potential using a smooth shift to zero between 

0.9 and 1.2 nm. Electrostatic interactions were defined by 

Coulomb potential with a relative permittivity of 15 and a 

shift function from 0 to 1.2 nm. Lincs algorithm (Hess et 

al., 1997) was used to constrain CHOA bond lengths when 

present. The initial velocities were assigned with a 

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at 310 K. Temperature 

and pressure were coupled at 310 K and 1 bar using the 

Berendsen thermostat and barostat (Berendsen et al., 

1984) with a time constant of 1 ps, respectively. The 

neighbor list was updated every 10 steps. 

Analysis Methods 

An appropriate clustering criterion (cutoff value) 

needs to be chosen to initiate the analyses on micelles. In 

this study, a cutoff value of 0.6 nm was used based on 

previous experience (Tuncer and Bayramoglu, 2019; 

Tunçer and Bayramoğlu, 2022). This choice assures that 

the molecules are considered to be in the same cluster if 

the distance between their closest CG interaction sites is 

smaller than 0.6 nm. To monitor the convergence points 

of simulations, time dependent number of free CHOA 

molecules and weight-averaged aggregation numbers 

(Nw) were calculated using this cutoff value according to 

Sayyed-Ahmad et al (Sayyed-Ahmad et al., 2010). Due to 

the dynamic exchange of CHOAs between the micelle and 

the aqueous environment, steady state micelle aggregation 

numbers showed broad distributions. The detailed 

structural analyses were performed on the micelle that 

remained intact for the longest time during the production 

runs for each system. The choice was based on the time 

dependent cumulative probability distributions of micelle 

aggregation numbers, which were calculated in a block-

averaged fashion over 1 μs periods. The radii of gyration 

(Rg), the ratios of the principle moments of inertia and the 

solvent accessible surface area (SASA) were calculated to 

analyze the global structures. An imaginary solvent probe 

of 0.56 nm in radius was used to mimic one Martini water 

bead, which represents four atomistic water molecules, to 

calculate SASA. The local structures were investigated 

through the radial density distributions (RDDs), as well as 

the average angles between selected vectors in a molecule 

(Type II) and with respect to the local micelle normal 

(Type I) (only for spheroidal micelles). The last two were 

calculated to analyze the molecular conformations and 

surface orientations of the constituent molecules with 

respect to the micelle radial vector, respectively. The 

systems and the trajectories were visualized by Visual 

Molecular Dynamics (VMD, version 1.9.2) (Humphrey et 

al., 1996).  

Results and Discussion 

Structural Properties of the Representative 

Duodenal Cholate-POPC Mixed Micelle at Fasted 

State 

The final frame corresponding to the simulations of the 

system named ‘Fa’ is given in Fig.2a. The time dependent 

number of free CHOAs and Nw data (not shown) indicated 

that the simulations for the representative plain MM at 

fasted state converged after 1.5-2 μs. Therefore, the 

cumulative probability distribution of micelle aggregation 

number analysis was made over the last 3 μs of the 

production runs (Fig.3a). The broadness of the distribution 

is a result of the dynamic exchange of CHOAs between 

the micelle and the aqueous environment. The results 

showed that the most stable micelle was composed of 152 

members (66 POPC and 86 CHOA residues). The 

structural properties of the representative fasted state plain 

micelle are given in Table 2. The radius of gyration of the 

micelle was found as 2.708 nm. The ratios of three 

principal moments of inertia (I1/I2 and I2/I3) were 

calculated (where I1≤I2≤I3) to characterize the shape of 

micelle. The ratios, I1/I2 and I2/I3, describe the micelle 
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shapes; i.e., for spherical micelles, I1≈I2≈I3 and 

I1/I2≈I2/I3≈1; for disc-like micelles, I1≈I2 « I3, and 

I1/I2≈1 and I2/I3≈0; for rod-like micelles, I1 « I2≈I3, 

I1/I2≈0 and I2/I3≈1 (Tuncer and Bayramoglu, 2019). 

Based on the results, it is clear that the representative 

fasted state plain micelle is slightly ellipsoidal in shape. 

The findings are in agreement with the literature. For 

instance, Clulow et al. characterized the nanoaggregates in 

simulated intestinal fluids by means of small angle x-ray 

scattering (SAXS) and dynamic light scattering (DLS), 

cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) 

measurements and MD simulations (Clulow et al., 2017). 

They determined that the Rg of MMs composed of sodium 

taurodeoxycholate (TDC) and DOPC at fasted state 

ranged between 2.6 and 2.8 nm, while the corresponding 

Rh values ranged in 2.7-3.3 nm. The shapes of the micelles 

were found as oblate ellipsoids. MD simulations also 

yielded ellipsoidal MMs with shape factors (the ratio of 

max and min Rg tensors) ranging in 1.1-1.6. Kossena et al. 

reported a Rh value of 3.5 nm measured by photon 

correlation spectroscopy for fasted state MMs composed 

of TDC and purified egg yolk lecithin (Kossena et al., 

2003). Others also reported similar micelle sizes 

determined experimentally (Fatouros et al., 2007; Mazer 

et al., 1980; Schurtenberger et al., 1985). Furthermore, 

Parrow et al. studied the inter-individual variability of 

human intestinal fluids at fasted state by performing CG 

MD simulations of model systems mimicking the 

aspirated duodenal samples from healthy volunteers. They 

found that the micelle diameters ranged from 2.3 to 7.3 

nm, and the shape factors were in the 1.2-1.9 interval 

indicating ellipsoidal micelles (Parrow et al., 2020).  

 

 
Figure 2. Snapshots from the final frames of systems named in Table 1 as (a) Fa, (b) Fa-LA, (c) Fa-SA, (d) Fa-LNA, (e) 

Fa-BCR, (f) Fa-LA-BCR, (g) Fa-SA-BCR, (h) Fa-LNA-BCR. For visual clarity, ions and water molecules are not 

shown. CHOAs, POPCs, LAs, SAs and LNAs are represented by green, grey, purple, white and brown, respectively. 

Snapshots are given from the representative (i) BCR, (j) LA-BCR, (k) SA-BCR, (l) LNA-BCR micelles and exemplary 

conformations of BCRs within the micelles. Individual BCR molecules are shown in different colors. Only CHOAs 

(green) and BCRs are shown in (i), FAs (cyan) and BCRs in (j-l) for visual clarity.  The images are not-to-scale. 
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Figure 3. The cumulative probability distributions of micelle aggregation numbers after the convergence point of 

simulations as a function of time (block-averaged over 1 μs intervals) for the (a) plain (CHOA+POPC) MM, (b) fasted 

LA system, (c) zoomed-in view of the distribution belonging to the large LA MM shown in (b), (d) SA MM, (e) LNA 

MM, (f) BCR MM, (g) LA-BCR MM, (h) SA-BCR MM, and (i) LNA-BCR MM. 

 

Table 2. Structural properties of equilibrium micelles. 
 

Micelle aggregation 

number and composition 

(CHOA:POPC:FA: 

BCR) 

Rg (nm) 

 

I1/I2 I2/I3 Total SASA 

(nm2) 

POPC-oleoyl 

tail length** 

(nm) 

POPC-

palmitoyl tail 

length** 

(nm) 

FA length 

**(nm) 

BCR length 

**(nm) 

Plain 

152 (86:66:-:-) 

(57%:43%:-:-)* 

2.708±0.041 0.742±0.113 0.857±0.059 265.609±8.391 1.437±0.199 1.188±0.129 - - 

BCR 

155 (86:66:-:3) 

(55%:43%:-:1.9%)* 

2.673±0.029 0.807±0.084 0.889±0.051 265.528±8.340 1.436±0.198 1.188±0.128 - 2.182± 0.367 

LA 

225 (80:66:79:-) 

(36%:29%:35%:-)* 

3.264±0.111 0.390±0.089 0.936±0.044 319.414±8.940 1.442±0.197 1.196±0.127 1.210±0.120 - 

SA 

269 (93:66:110:-) 

(35%:25%:41%:-)* 

3.685±0.146 0.316±0.074 0.935±0.042 364.241±1.142 1.446±0.197 1.197±0.128 1.556±0.164 - 

LNA 

272 (96:66:110:-) 

(35%:24%:40%:-)* 

4.425±0.345 0.184±0.031 0.969±0.016 344.601±9.302 1.438±0.198 1.196±0.128 1.335±0.236 - 

LA-BCR 

226 (78:66:79:3) 

(35%:29%:35%:1.3%)* 

3.102±0.094 0.527±0.134 0.885±0.068 311.982±9.064 1.443±0.196 1.196±0.127 1.209±0.119 2.202± 0.347 

SA-BCR 

271 (92:66:110:3) 

(34%:24%:41%:1.1%)* 

4.395±0.346 0.172±0.029 0.979±0.011 330.665±8.549 1.436±0.198 1.193±0.128 1.554±0.165 2.186± 0.357 

LNA-BCR 

275 (96:66:110:3) 

(35%:24%:40%:1.1%)* 

4.437±0.350 0.183±0.031 0.972±0.015 345.238±9.059 1.441±0.197 1.197±0.127 1.336±0.237 2.153± 0.371 

*Percentage of constituent molecules in the micelles 

** Tail/molecule lengths were measured as the average distance between the C1B-C5B, C1A-C4A, COO-C3/C4, R2-R6 beads of POPC-oleoyl tails, POPC-palmitoyl tails, FAs, and BCRs, respectively. 

 

In order to examine the micelle interior structure and 

the distribution of ions and water around the micelle, 

radial density distributions (RDDs) of the selected 

moieties of the constituent molecules with respect to the 

micelle center of mass (com) were calculated. The 

corresponding graphs for the plain MM are given in 

Fig.4(a-b). The reader should refer to Fig.1 for the 

interpretation of the CG bead names used in the graphs. 

Fig.4a gives a general idea about the arrangement of 

molecular groups inside and of ions/waters around the 

micelles, while Fig.4b provides a closer look at the 

interfacial region. As expected, the micelle core is 

occupied solely by POPC tails, and the CHOAs are 

positioned at the surface. This is in perfect agreement with 

the results of Clulow et al., who showed that a core-shell 

ellipsoidal model best fitted the SAXS profiles of fasted 

state MMs, which was further confirmed by MD 

simulations revealing that the cores were rich in alkyl-

chains while the shells were rich in BSs (Clulow et al., 

2017). Water, which totally solvates the charged head 

groups of POPCs (PO4- and NC3+) and CHOAs (OCO-), 

cannot penetrate into the micelle core. POPC glycerol 

(GL) moieties are located right below the interface at 

which the RDDs of POPC tails and water intersect. At the 

surface, the carboxylate groups (OCO-) of CHOAs 

protrude farther towards the aqueous environment 

compared to the PO4- and NC3+ groups of POPCs. 

Speaking of the positioning of CHOAs, the RDD peaks of 

sterol body beads are located almost at the same distance 

from the micelle com, however the methyl groups 
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(embodied in R1 and R3 (not shown on the figure to 

maintain visual clarity) can penetrate slightly deeper. This 

indicates that CHOA sterol bodies are mostly aligned 

more or less parallel at the surface with their hydrophilic 

faces exposed to the aqueous environment. However, the 

broadness of the distributions also suggest that they can 

also adopt more perpendicular orientations with the ROH 

end group penetrating deeper towards the core. The 

significantly farther localization of the OCO beads from 

the surface (indication of a tilt towards water) is a result of 

the rigid structure of CHOAs giving them the typical 

wedge-like shape. Finally, there is an ionic double layer 

around the micelle surface, of which the first and second 

shells are comprised of Na+ and Cl- ions, respectively. 

These structural features are very similar to those of plain 

mixed micelles obtained at fed state conditions, which 

have been reported elsewhere (Tuncer and Bayramoglu, 

2019). 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Radial density distributions (ρ(r)) of different moieties of the constituent molecules, water and ions with 

respect to the micelle com for the representative (a-b) Plain, (c-e) LA, (f-h) SA, and (i-k) LNA mixed micelles. 
 

Type I and type II angle calculations (Fig.5) give 

further information about the internal and surface 

orientations and conformations of the constituent 

molecules. Here, Type I refers to the angle between a 

vector formed by two selected beads on a molecule and 

the radial vector (calculated as the vector from the com of 

the micelle to the midpoint of the selected beads' 

positions), and Type II refers to the angle between two 

vectors in a molecule denoted by 3 beads in total, of which 

the middle bead is the origin of both vectors and the 

remaining ones indicate their directions (Tuncer and 

Bayramoglu, 2019). Firstly, type I angle between the 

RO3-ROH vector on the sterol body and the micelle radial 

vector with the highest probability was around 100˚ 

(Fig.5a) verifying that sterol bodies most likely adopt 

almost flat alignments on the surface. The broadness of the 

distribution implies the possibility of a wider range of 

orientations, however. The most probable internal angle 

(OCO-C1-ROH, type II) observed in CHOAs was found 

as ~135˚ (Fig.5e) confirming the predictions of RDDs 

indicating a wedge-like shape for the molecule. Regarding 

the alignment of POPC head groups on the surface, the 

most probable type I angle between the PO4-NC3 vector 

and the radial axis was 75˚ (Fig.5b), indicating a close-to-

parallel orientation. Similarly, possible miscellaneous 

alignments are suggested by the broadness of the 

distribution. Fig.5c shows the orientations of the upper 

(D3B-C1B) and lower (C5B-D3B) parts of the POPC 

oleoyl tails. D3B-C1B section of the tail makes an angle 

of 40˚, while C5B-D3B section makes an angle of 60˚ with 

the radial axis at the highest probability. The broad range 

of distributions, especially for the lower section, indicates 

a disordered arrangement of the oleoyl tails in the micelle 

core. The intrinsic angle of the kick in the tail mostly 

populated around 125˚ (Fig.5f). The palmitoyl tails of 

POPCs showed that the most probable angle with the 

micelle radial vector around 50˚ (Fig.5d). They exhibited 

more stretched conformations compared to the oleoyl tails 
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since the type II C1A-C2A-C4A angle populated around 

145˚ (Fig.5g). Overall, the POPC tails were shown to 

exhibit disordered organization within the micelle core 

giving it a fluid nature, which has also been reported in 

other similar studies before (Bogusz et al., 2000; Jójárt et 

al., 2014; Marrink and Mark, 2002; Tuncer and 

Bayramoglu, 2019; Tunçer and Bayramoğlu, 2022). 

 

 

Figure 5. (a-d) Type I angle (between a vector of two selected beads in a molecule and the micelle radial vector) 

distributions for the representative plain and BCR micelles. The origin of each vector is the first specified bead; hence 

the direction of each vector is from the first to the second specified bead. The radial vector is the vector that connects 

the micelle com to the midpoint of the selected beads’ positions. (e-i) Type II angle (between two vectors in a molecule) 

distributions for all representative micelles. The origin of each vector is the middle specified bead; the directions of the 

vectors are from the middle to the end beads. 
 

Solubilization of Fatty Acids in the Representative 

Duodenal Cholate-POPC Mixed Micelle  

Fig.2(b-d) shows the final frames corresponding to the 

simulations of the systems named as ‘Fa-LA’, ‘Fa-SA’, 

and ‘Fa-LNA’, respectively. As expected, the 

representative plain MM swells and transforms into more 

elongated shapes with the incorporation of FAs into their 

structure. The consequent structural changes are discussed 

in detail below. The final phase behavior of the systems 

will be addressed firstly. The figure shows that the systems 

incorporating SA and LNA ended up in a single MM, 

while two MMs were formed within the system 

incorporating LA. Of these two MMs, the first one was a 

smaller MM only composed of LA and CHOA molecules, 

while the other one was a larger MM composed of all three 

types of surfactants (LA, POPC, CHOA). As the 

molecular concentrations were the same in all systems, the 

situation must be related to the effect of FA chain length 

and rigidity. LA is a medium-chain saturated FA. It has 

the shortest and the most rigid tail among the other FAs 

studied. Moreover, all the FAs are used in fully 

deprotonated forms, which forces the localization of the 

charged head groups at the micelle surface, and does not 

allow the short LA tails to reach the micelle core 

(Fig.4(c,e)). At the fixed molecular ratios and system sizes 

used in this study, this situtation seems to limit the extent 

of elongation of the LA micelle as further elongation 

would probably result in disproportionate regions in the 

core in terms of packing density (low density micelle coms 

populated only by end groups of POPC tails, followed by 

higher density region populated by both POPC and LA 

tails), which would presumably decrease the micelle 

stability. A similar behavior was not observed in ‘Fa-SA’ 

and ‘Fa-LNA’ systems probably because the SA and LNA 

tails were long enough to reach the micelle core 

(Fig.4(h,k)), hence the elongation of the micelles were not 

limited. 

The time dependent number of free CHOAs and Nw 

calculations (not shown) performed over 10 μs trajectories 

showed that the simulations for the systems ‘Fa-LA’, ‘Fa-

SA’ and ‘Fa-LNA’ converged after 2.5, 3 and 3.5 μs. 

Therefore, the cumulative probability distribution of 

micelle aggregation number analyses was made over the 

last 6-7 μs of the production runs (Fig.3(b-e)). Although 
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the cumulative probability of the MM composed of only 

LA and CHOA was found to be the highest in the ‘Fa-LA’ 

system (Fig.3b), the other micelle with 225 members 

composed of POPC, LA and CHOA (Fig.3c) was chosen 

for further analyses concerning the importance of micelle 

size in solubilization of β-carotene. For the ‘Fa-SA’ and 

‘Fa-LNA’ systems, the most stable MMs were found to 

have 269 and 272 members, respectively. The 

compositional details and the structural properties of these 

MMs are given in Table 2. The results indicate that the 

increase in micelle size with incorporation of FAs is 

correlated with the FA chain length and unsaturation, 

which supports the findings of others (El Aoud et al., 

2021; Gleize et al., 2013; Kossena et al., 2003; Phan et al., 

2015; Yuan et al., 2018). The radii of gyration of the 

representative LA, SA and LNA MMs were calculated as 

3.264, 3.685, and 4.425 nm, respectively, exhibiting an 

increasing trend with FA tail length and unsaturation. The 

corresponding principal moments of inertia ratios indicate 

that all types of FAs caused an elongation in the plain MM, 

the extent of which is also in the same direction of 

increasing chain length and unsaturation. LA and SA 

micelles ended up as elongated ellipsoids in shape, while 

LNA micelle was in the form of a flexible (worm-like) 

cylinder. The transformation from a spheroidal towards a 

cylindrical shape with the incorporation of FAs can be 

attributed to the increased micellar lipid/BS ratios, which 

has been shown experimentally before on plain MMs 

(Cohen et al., 1998; Hjelm et al., 1992, 1990). It is known 

that POPC and FA molecules have lower spontaneous 

curvature compared to that of CHOAs. Therefore, the 

decrease in the micellar BS ratio leads to formation of 

morphologies having lower curvatures; i.e., elongated 

structures (Madenci et al., 2011). Note that the percentage 

of CHOAs decreased from 57% (plain MM) to ~35% in 

the micelles with FAs. Comparison of the SA micelle with 

LNA micelle reveals the effect of FA unsaturation on the 

morphology. Although LNA micelle differs from SA 

micelle by only 3 CHOAs, the variations in the size and 

shape of both MMs are drastic. LNA tails occupy a 

significantly larger steric volume due to their ability to 

fold over themselves owing to the two inherent double 

bonds (embodied in D2 and D3 beads). This is evident 

both from FA length and type II intrinsic angle 

calculations. Although the chain length of SA and LNA 

are identical, the average FA lengths (calculated as the 

average distance between the COO and last tail bead in a 

FA) in the corresponding micelles were determined as 

1.556 nm and 1.335 nm, respectively, indicating that LNA 

tails mostly adopted rather folded conformations. This is 

also supported by the type II angle calculations (Fig.5h), 

which reveals that LNA tails were able to sample a wider 

range of conformations (including ones giving an intrinsic 

angle as low as 40˚) compared to both LA and SA. This, 

in turn, seem to have resulted in a much more fluid micelle 

core as evidenced by the thinner, longer and more flexible 

structure of the LNA micelle.  

RDDs of the selected moieties of the constituent 

molecules with respect to the micelle coms are given 

Fig.4(c-k). To begin with, note that the RDDs of MMs 

incorporating FAs are broader and right-skewed compared 

to that of the plain MM, which is obviously due to the 

evolution of micelle shapes from spheroidal to 

ellipsoidal/cylindrical. In general, the arrangement of 

ions/waters around the micelles and the internal 

organization of molecular groups show similar features in 

all micelles including the plain MM. The micelle surfaces 

are populated with the charged head groups of POPC and 

FAs as well as CHOAs, which are surrounded by an 

electrical double layer comprised of Na+ and Cl- ions. 

Incorporation of FAs led to sharing of micelle cores 

between POPC and FA tails, which seems to have 

increased the core packing densities compared to the plain 

MM (as suggested by the disappearance of the region of 

diminishing probability (0-1 nm) in the POPC tail RDDs, 

which was observed in the plain MM (Fig.4a) indicating 

lower core density). The RDD peaks corresponding to the 

FA tail beads being sequentially aligned in all micelles 

suggests that the tails were oriented more or less pointing 

towards the center. However, visual inspection verified 

that this alignment was not perfect. It is inferred that the 

packing frustrations in the core caused pushing of POPC 

tails more towards the micelle center even in the case of 

LA micelle in which the shorter LA tails were not able to 

reach the center (Fig.4(c, e)). The effects of FA chain 

length and unsaturation on the micelle shape and fluidity 

are also reflected on the corresponding RDDs. First of all, 

the long-chain SA and LNA tails were able to reach the 

micelle centers as opposed to LA tails. The probability of 

SA tails occupying the micelle center was higher owing to 

its much more rigid structure compared to LNA. 

Furthermore, the probability of CHOA end groups 

(especially ROH and R1 beads) to sample micelle cores 

have increased due to the elongation in micelles, which is 

more evident in the SA and LNA micelles compared to 

LA. This effect was the most significant in the longer, 

thinner and more flexible LNA micelle owing to its 

apparently higher fluidity. Because of the same reason, 

water molecules were able to penetrate towards the 

micelle center to a larger extent as well. 

As the MMs incorporating FAs were far from being 

spheroidal, type I angle calculations would give 

misleading results. Therefore, only the outcomes of type 

II angle calculations are given in Fig.5(e-h). The results 

indicate that the conformations of CHOAs and POPC tails 

do not change with respect to the presence or type of FAs. 

It is only the FAs which show conformational differences 

in the micelles. The most probable intrinsic angle within 

LA and SA molecules in the corresponding MMs were 

determined as 140˚, while it was 120˚ for LNA due to its 

ability to fold over itself. However, the broadness of the 

distributions is different in each MM; i.e., there is an 

increasing trend with FA chain length and unsaturation.  

Solubilization of β-carotene in the Mixed Micelles 

The convergence of the simulations for the systems 

‘Fa-BCR’, ‘Fa-LA-BCR’, ‘Fa-SA-BCR’ and ‘Fa-LNA-

BCR’ was pretty fast (within ~400 ns) as the initial 

configurations comprised of 3 BCR molecules randomly 

distributed around already equilibrated MMs (extracted 

from the previous simulations mentioned above). 

Therefore, the cumulative probability distribution of 

micelle aggregation number analyses was made over the 

entire trajectories (Fig.3(f-i)). For the ‘Fa-BCR’, ‘Fa-LA-

BCR’, ‘Fa-SA-BCR’ and ‘Fa-LNA-BCR’ systems, the 

most stable MMs were found to have 155, 226, 271, and 

275 members, respectively. Fig.2(e-h) shows the 

corresponding final frames. The compositional details and 
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the structural properties of these MMs are given in Table 

2.  

It is known that duodenal MMs must be large enough 

to effectively solubilize bioactive molecules as large as 

BCRs. It is speculated that MMs swell with the 

incorporation of BCRs into their structure. Therefore, it 

was interesting to observe that solubilization of 3 BCRs in 

the representative plain MM did not lead to an increase in 

the micelle size (whereas it did in SA-and LNA MMs) 

despite the fact that it was the smallest among all of them. 

No significant changes in the Rg and the total SASA were 

observed with the incorporation of BCRs, while there was 

a very small increase in the I1/I2 and I2/I3 ratios indicating 

a slight transformation towards a more spheroidal shape. 

Furthermore, the length of the POPC-oleoyl and palmitoyl 

tails did not change with the incorporation of BCRs, and 

no additional CHOA molecules were needed to adsorb on 

the micelle surface to maintain its stability. All these 

findings suggest the following; i. the initial size of the 

representative plain MM was large enough to 

accommodate 3 BCR molecules, ii. the core density of the 

MM was low enough to allow the solubilization of 3 BCRs 

without causing any swelling or instability, iii. the 

hydrophobic core packing density increased with the 

incorporation of the BCRs. The latter effect seems to be 

similar to the condensation of POPC lipid membranes 

induced by carotenoids (Mostofian et al., 2020). These 

results, however, are in opposition to those found for a 

smaller representative fed state MM in another study of 

our group (not published, in preparation). Therefore, it can 

be said that if the initial micelle size is not high enough to 

accommodate the BCRs, the micelle swells (with a 

concomitant decrease in hydrophobic core density 

resulting from sweeping away of the POPC tails), 

however, if the micelle is large enough, whether or not 

swelling will take place depends on the hydrophobic core 

density. For the case that the core density before the 

incorporation of BCRs is already high, micelle swelling is 

expected (as in the case with SA-BCR and LNA-BCR 

micelles-discussed below). The increase in the core 

packing density of the plain MM upon solubilization of 

BCRs, which is similar to what was observed with the 

joining of FAs (see the previous section), is demonstrated 

by the corresponding RDDs (Fig.6(a-c)). It is observed 

that the BCRs occupy the core with especially their middle 

groups localized at the micelle com. This seems to have 

resulted in a somewhat sweeping away of the POPC tails 

from the center, while pushing the RDD peaks of POPC 

GL and head groups slightly towards the surface (Fig.6b). 

Note that the RDD peak positions of CHOA beads did not 

change, and the POPC tail lengths and the type II intrinsic 

angle distributions (Fig.5(f, g)) were unaltered as well as 

the micelle size. Therefore, the closer positioning of 

POPC head groups with CHOAs on the surface was 

possible either due to a slight increase in surface packing 

density or transformation towards a slightly more 

spherical shape. On the other hand, the trend in the 

alignment of the tails with the micelle radial vector 

increased slightly as indicated by the small left-shifts of 

the corresponding type I angle distributions (Fig.5(c, d)). 

Hence, it can be stated that the increased packing density 

in the core leads to slightly improved alignment (ordering) 

of POPC tails with the radial direction. The reason that this 

effect was not observed more apparently from the plots is 

probably due to the use of a CG model in the 

representation of the molecules. A similar ordering effect 

of β-carotene on POPC tails in lipid membranes has been 

reported before (Jemioła-Rzemińska et al., 2005). The 

RDDs also give idea about the interactions of BCRs with 

the other constituent molecules. As expectedly, they are 

mainly in interaction with POPC tails in the core. 

However, they also have some sort of interaction with the 

CHOAs, especially with the end ROH groups. The 

interactions of BCR head groups with ROH beads of 

CHOAs are more prominent compared to those of the 

middle beads, obviously due to the preferred localization 

of the mid-groups at the micelle com (Fig.6c). Finally, 

note that BCRs most probably adopted a slightly bent 

conformation (with an intrinsic angle of ~140˚, Fig.5i) 

within the plain MM. However, the broad distribution 

suggests that they were occasionally able to sample more 

bent conformations as well. Visual inspection showed that 

this was possible due to the individual BCRs’ wrapping 

around themselves in the micelle core (Fig.2i). The 

exemplary snapshot given in the figure also gives idea 

about the interactions between individual BCRs. It is 

observed that BCRs can interact with each other through 

both the middle and head groups, however the main 

contribution to the clustering of 3 BCRs seems to be the 

hydrophobic interactions between the head groups. This is 

not surprising since 3 methyl groups are embodied in each 

head group, while a single CH3 is embodied in each 

middle interaction site of a BCR. 

The solubilization of BCRs in the MMs incorporating 

FAs also resulted in some morphological changes, which 

depends on the type of FA. The most interesting finding 

was that the size of the LA micelle decreased to 3.102 nm 

with the incorporation of BCRs. The small reduction in 

size was accompanied by a slight shape transformation; 

i.e., LA-BCR micelle exhibited a somewhat more 

spheroidal form compared to the LA micelle. On the other 

hand, a drastic increase in micelle size with a significant 

shape transformation was observed in the SA micelle with 

the solubilization of BCRs. The substantial increase in Rg 

(4.395 nm) was clearly a result of the evolution from an 

elliptical to a cylindrical form. The worm-like LNA 

micelle, however, did not show any significant size or 

shape transformations upon the incorporation of BCRs. 

All these variations in the response of MMs to 

solubilization of BCRs can be explained on the grounds of 

differences in micelle core densities and fluidity, which 

have been shown to be a function of FA chain length and 

unsaturation above. First of all, the size reduction 

observed in the LA micelle upon the addition of BCRs 

(despite the fact that it was the smallest amongst the other 

FA incorporating MMs) can be rationalized by the non-

existence of short LA tails in the micelle com (Fig.3e) 

having resulted in a lower density central region. By this 

means, BCRs were able to solubilize within the core in a 

moderate competition with the POPC tails. The 

interactions between the BCRs and POPC tails in the core 

must have caused a condensation effect similar to the case 

observed with the plain MM, as explained above. The 

same effect was not observed in the SA and LNA micelles 

most probably because the micelle coms were already 

densely packed by POPC and FA tails, and these MMs 

were thinner and longer in shape. Therefore, incorporation 

of BCRs must have caused a significant competition for 
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the core between BCRs and POPC/FA tails. The 

competition was expectedly strongest in the SA-BCR 

micelle due to the long and rigid tails of SA, which could 

only be alleviated by the elongation of the micelle. The 

fact that a significant elongation was not observed with the 

LNA-BCR micelle can be attributed to the already flexible 

and fluid nature of the LNA micelle (see the previous 

section), which readily allowed the solubilization of 3 

BCRs within its core.  

 

 
Figure 6. Radial density distributions (ρ(r)) of different moieties of the constituent molecules, water and ions with 

respect to the micelle com for the (a-c) LA-BCR, (d-f) SA-BCR, and (g-i) LNA-BCR mixed micelles. 

 

The details of the internal organization of the 

constituent molecules in the FA incorporating MMs are 

shown in Fig.6(d-l). In all MMs, BCRs are positioned at 

the hydrophobic core with their middle-groups preferably 

localized in the micelle com. However, this preference 

levels off in the SA-BCR and LNA-BCR MMs owing to 

the effects of micelle shape and fluidity. In the ellipsoidal 

LA-BCR micelle, solubilization of BCRs swept some 

POPC tails away from the com (Fig.6d), while they 

pushed LA tails slightly towards the surface as indicated 

by the small right-shifts in the peaks of the corresponding 

RDDs (Fig.6f). The distributions show that BCRs mainly 

interact with the POPC tails in the core whereas they have 

partial interaction with especially the end beads of 

CHOAs and LA tails. On the other hand, they seem to be 
in full interaction with POPC and FA tails in the other 

MMs due to the differences in the micelle forms, while 

they partially interact with the end groups of CHOAs 

(Fig.6(g-l)). The effect of FA unsaturation also manifests 

itself on the extents of distributions, especially on those of 

CHOAs, FAs and water. Note that all of these molecules 

can penetrate to a larger extent towards the core in the 

LNA-BCR micelle because of its high fluidity induced by 

flexible LNA tails. The superior flexibility of the tails is 

evidenced by the intrinsic type II angle calculations 

(Fig.5h). Another consequence of the more fluid structure 

of the LNA-BCR micelle was that BCRs were able to 

move more freely within the core compared to other MMs. 

Visual inspection showed that all three BCRs remained 

together forming a cluster in LA-BCR and SA-BCR MMs, 

while they had more freedom to move separately within 

the core of LNA-BCR. This is illustrated in Fig.2(j-l).  The 

BCR length (Table 2) and intrinsic type II angle 

calculations (Fig.5i) suggest further that the molecules 

were also able to sample slightly more bent conformations 

within this MM. Therefore, it is inferred that the 

movements of BCRs in the core are restricted by the 

rigidity of the tails of saturated LA and SA. On the other 

hand, the significantly higher fluidity of the LNA-BCR 

micelle seems to allow BCRs both to adopt slightly more 
bent conformations and travel more freely inside the core.  

Conclusion 

In this study, it was aimed to investigate the 

morphological changes in a representative fasted state 

duodenal MM upon the incorporation of FAs with 

different characteristics and the structural changes 

observed in these micelles taking place upon the 

solubilization of BCRs by means of CG MD simulations. 

The effects of FA chain length and unsaturation on the 

structural properties were investigated through the use of 
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medium-chain saturated LA, long-chain saturated SA and 

long-chain polyunsaturated LNA. To the best of our 

knowledge, this is the first study that demonstrates the 

accompanying structural transformations in MMs with 

solubilization of BCRs and reveals a detailed picture of 

the internal morphology. 

A representative fasted state plain MM composed of 

CHOA and POPC was obtained with the desired size and 

shape in the first place. The core-shell ellipsoidal model 

proposed for the interior morphology was confirmed with 

simulations. Later, the solubilization of FAs within this 

MM was examined. It was shown that the plain MM 

swelled and transformed into more elongated forms with 

the incorporation of FAs. The increase in size was in line 

with increasing FA chain length and unsaturation. The 

systems incorporating SA and LNA ended up in a single 

MM, while two MMs were formed within the system 

incorporating LA. The difference in the behavior of LA 

system was attributed to the effect of FA chain length 

combined with the use of fully deprotonated FAs. The 

latter forces the charged head groups of LAs to be located 

at the micelle surface, which limits the extension of short 

LA tails as far as to the micelle center of mass. It seems to 

be a reasonable assumption that this situation limits the 

growth of the MMs as it would result in regions with 

varying packing densities in the core leading to instability. 

The fact that micelle growth was not limited in systems 

with long-chain SA and LNA supports this assumption. 

The effect of FA unsaturation also manifested itself on the 

micelle morphology. A much more fluid micelle core was 

obtained as evidenced by the thinner, longer and more 

flexible structure of the LNA MM. It was expected that 

solubilization of 3 BCRs within all the MMs would lead 

to micelle swelling. However, swelling was observed only 

in the MMs with long-chain SA and LNA, but not in LA 

MM despite its smaller size. The results indicate provided 

that the micelle is initially large enough to accommodate 

the BCRs, whether or not swelling will take place depends 

on the hydrophobic core density. For the case that the core 

packing density of molecules before the incorporation of 

BCRs is already high, micelle swelling is expected. 

Otherwise, even a slight shrinkage in size (due to an effect 

similar to the condensation of lipid bilayers induced by 

carotenoids) may occur, which was the case observed 

when BCRs were solubilized in the plain and LA MMs. 

The increase in micelle size was very small in LNA-BCR 

compared to the drastic change observed in SA-BCR 

accompanying elliptical-to-cylindrical shape 

transformation. This was due to the fluid nature of the 

worm-like LNA micelle, which readily allowed the 

solubilization of 3 BCRs within its core. Another 

consequence was that BCRs were able to move more 

freely within the core compared to other MMs. In contrast, 

the movements of BCRs were restricted by the rigidity of 

the tails of saturated LA and SA in the corresponding 

MMs.  

Overall, by resolving the internal structures of 

representative fasted state MMs incorporating BCRs, this 

study gives valuable insight into the effects of FA chain 

length and unsaturation on the solubilization behavior of 

dietary MMs. However, it should be noted that 

simulations at a fixed lipid concentration, molecular ratio 

or pH do not provide a holistic view of the micellarization 

of BCR in duodenum. More systematic future studies 

elucidating the effects of many other factors are needed to 

complement the knowledge. Nevertheless, the information 

gained in this work is expected to give direction to the 

development of design strategies for effective BCR 

delivery systems. 
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